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blurb
In a nation of liars, an honest man cannot rule.
Einas ein Iteme knew he wasn’t a princess. That first truth provoked
violence, murder and war, leaving him the heir to the throne of Ihrne—a
throne he doesn’t want and can’t hold. How can he when he struggles
to put words together, won’t look courtiers in the eye and avoids people
on general principle? Yet the Eyrie, even Zaishne, simply assumes Ein
will find a way to become the allistic ruler he can never be.
When his brother Paide invites him to a private discussion, Ein
sees a chance to voice the second truth. Paide, though, keeps secrets
of his own—and doesn’t seem to recognise the fate bound to him by
hundreds of devouring angels.
To begin to save Paide’s soul, Ein will have to learn what the world
never stirred itself to teach: trust.
Contains: a genderflux, aro-ace, autistic prince seeking to rule on his
own terms; a cis, allistic prince learning to be a regent instead of an
heir; an allistic, trans general working to support both brothers; and
the challenge of governing a kingdom while trans and disabled.
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dedication
For my readers, anxious and avoidant, who have been subjected to a
world of stoic fantasy heroes with still knees, steady breaths and ready
blades. For my readers, anxious and avoidant, who need protagonists
that shake, stutter, cry, run, stumble, hesitate and panic. For my readers,
anxious and avoidant, who deserve to see their courage writ in a genre
that too often forgets us.
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content advisory
This novelette takes place with reference to a history of long-running
autistic-targeted ableism, cissexism, and abuse—both verbal and
physical. While nothing happens in the story itself, there are constant
and ongoing references to these things by a character who is living the
anxiety, distrust, suspicion, self-hatred, confusion and chronic pain he
earnt from enduring them. The ableism, cissexism and abuse that has
been suggested at in the previous stories with regards Ein are shown
far more clearly now that he has taken over the narrative, including
the physical and mental consequences. Ein’s memories also depict, in
a sense more of the moment, some of the acts of cruelty—physical
violence and emotional abuse—he has experienced.
It goes without saying that this may be triggering.
This story also contains references to necromancy and the use of
corpses, the pressures of amatonormativity and allosexism, and an heir
who doesn’t believe in monarchy.
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author’s note
The King of Gears and Bone is the third story of The Eagle Court, so
we’re starting to get into territory where reading the previous stories is
a requirement.
The referenced characters Amelia and Kit March belong to the short
stories Old Fashioned and Conception in addition to my ongoing
web serial The Unnatural Philosophy of Kit March, all set in the
same universe.
It may help to know that “allistic” is a word used by some corners of
the autistic community to refer to people who are not autistic.
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the king of gears and bone
One sentence. Einas ein Iteme mouths it as he enters the family wing,
his left hand resting on Key’s ruff: Paide, I don’t want to be king.
Passersby look, of course, in the manner of angled-away eyes and a
newfound fascination in anything not Ein’s moving lips. It’s marvellous,
in a strange but admirable way, how the act of not looking still bears
a wounding intensity of emotion. It’s marvellous, in a way weighted
with despair, how not looking and looking feel the one and the same
when they are both directed at Ein. One deemed politer than the other,
of course, valuable in Ihrne’s Eagle Court where politicians trade in
manners, but they speak the same thing.
Staring possesses sincerity, but he learnt long ago that truth matters
so much less than appearance.
In a nation of liars, an honest man cannot rule.
They think—servants, courtiers, tutors and doctors—that he
doesn’t understand the need for custom and manners, that there’s
something missing or disordered in his mind preventing a taken-forgranted adherence. Ein can’t make them understand that this isn’t true.
He understands the need; he can’t grasp the casual but fundamental
inconsistency in their application. He should be able to analyse the
behaviours displayed before him and the situations in which said
behaviours occur; he should be able to turn that analysis into guidelines.
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Rules ought to work the way the sun rises and sets, and even the sun’s
movements through the seasons, its variations from strict east and west,
are logical and predictable.
The rules of society, the rules of glance and gesture, have no season.
There’s no rationality behind them, Ein thinks—just a social agreement
made by many unquestioning people, unevenly and capriciously applied
in ways that benefit the powerful. Avoiding someone’s gaze is rudeness,
but so is staring for too long, and it’s deemed politer, somehow, to look
away even when the avoidant eyes carry a focus of intent such that Ein
hurts the same. When should one meet another’s eyes and when should
one avoid doing so? How does title, gender and circumstance change
this? Ein once spent a week asking this of servants, tutors and family,
but even his deportment tutor, Onia, couldn’t or wouldn’t provide a
simple answer.
Context, she sighed once, sniffing. Ein then asked her why she was
permitted to sniff in frustration when he must always keep his hands
still and quiet, only to be sentenced to writing lines on a slate.
He never told her that he liked the writing—liked the order,
the repetition and the taking of words from the mess of his mind
to make them neat in the world before him. When Onia grew too
incomprehensible in her lectures on appropriate behaviour, he asked
her questions designed to provoke punishment, just to give him the
chalk-scratching time away from her rules and demands.
He can see into the heart of the woman assigned to teach him
manners and obedience, at least in the small world of the classroom,
but Ein suffers no illusion that his sight will be useful in the larger
world of the court and throne. The Eyrie may not remember the
academic word that explains, but they expect him nonetheless to leave
his autistic behaviours behind, to transform himself into the kind of
man they expect to govern. Even Mamman, who knows his screams
and silences, speaks as though he will now master a duty of easy words
and unhesitant glances. She talks of the war, the treasury, the privileges
Ein enjoys and his responsibility to serve, as though he fails from an
unwillingness to try, not an inability to execute.
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They expect, for kin and court have expected this of Ein his whole
life while never understanding that he has spent those same years
wishing, praying and hoping to become the person they want of him.
Wishes and duty hold no similarity, but Ein hasn’t met any courtier
willing to comprehend the difference.
He runs his fingers through the coarser, stiffer hairs—several
different shades of mottled brown and white—sitting underneath Key’s
green leather collar, trying to breathe long and slow. No, they won’t
understand, which leaves Ein with seven words. Saluria and Sillemon
show no willingness to fix him, and if the brace of Greater Names
who chose him can’t or won’t, he shouldn’t waste his years on another
falsehood. When better a time to say this, given that his brother
requested this meeting? Seven words, that’s all—one sentence said to
the man who should be heir. One sentence, and then the rest of Ein’s
life can begin.
He chose the bones; he won’t shy from that secret service.
His palm, working its way down the brown and white dappled spots
of Key’s spine, sweats while his stomach knots and his head throbs.
Sitting by the trickling fountain in the courtyard, even with a dog’s
head resting on his lap, did nothing to ease the stiffness in his neck or
slow his breaths. If he feels this anxious over seven words, how can he
rule?
It isn’t just seven words, not when they’re a confession of everything
spoken over his head and behind his back.
The chancellor isn’t the only politician who sees advantage in a
wordless king.
He shivers. The evening feels little warmer inside: the marble floors,
wide hallways and vaulted ceilings of the Eyrie send a message about
powerful generations of Iteme rulers, but they serve poorly its occupants
as shelter but for the highest months of summer. Ein instead walks
through a mausoleum, the solemn-faced statues carved into the walls
celebrating the sepulchral gloom. Another message, since the Eyrie sits
atop the largest vault in the West, a collection of bones guarded by
the Convocation for longer than the Iteme family has governed Ihrne.
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Centuries of bones, eons of bones—perhaps bones from before the
Change, bones from when the elves walked the world and the Worldtree
reached the heavens. Bones leaden with history, magic and memory.
No effigy Ein passes is so gauche as to depict the dead. No need
to do so when footsteps rattle and whispers echo, when the marble
itself promises entombment, a constant reminder of the fate awaiting
all who work here. Their bones, sorted and shelved, held for future use
by an Iteme-sworn necromancer.
Not his fate, but to surrender his bones to a cold rest in the catacombs
under his feet seems a generous kindness in comparison.
He wonders, in the dead of the night, if he should have refused the
folio.
Ein shivers again, lifts his hand away from Key, slips a gear from a
pocket in his sleeve and spins it around his right pointer finger as he
walks. Iron, hard and black and clean, possessing no spectre of death.
Key remains at his side, walking so close her flanks brush his leg, and
while she doesn’t relax him, her closeness feels good. An Astreuch
pointer, her head reaches past Ein’s hip, her dappled brown-and-white
coat wiry, her limbs long. She’s gentle, no guard dog; she lets Ein grip
her and lean on her, resting her head on his knee while he fondles
her ears. Not enough interest in the hunt, Anary said, but Ein cares
nothing for such things.
Paide, I don’t want to be king.
If the woman who went to war for him can’t listen, will Paide?
Back and forth, in and out: since the day of broken bones, he has
floundered within a tangle of thoughts and beliefs and actions, nothing
fitting together, everything leaving Ein lost in emotions too big for one
body to contain. He can’t find the comprehension that lets him realise
the alien logic beneath or stills a frantic, questioning mind for long
enough to shepherd sleep. Once, he’d have written a jumble of smeared
words on a page to tear up and rearrange, tossing out the pieces that
didn’t work, playing with the concepts remaining until he found his way
to a conclusion. Even if he didn’t succeed, the process of writing and
arranging diminished the overwhelm, diminished the way his thoughts
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are so tied to the movement and feeling of his body, diminished the
pain. Father stole from Ein the ability to grip pen or pliers or knife,
and now he can only think while wandering the grounds of the Eyrie,
bereft of understanding. Thoughts alone aren’t expression enough, and
curious eyes always watch and judge, waiting for the barest slip of the
secrets and shame poorly hidden by his skin.
Ein turns the gear and tries to breathe without panting.
The guardswoman standing near the door of Paide’s suite nods as Ein
passes. This wing of the palace no longer resembles the grand halls Ein
knew growing up—littered with statues, paintings and ornate tapestries
in the careless grandeur that comes after generations of Eteme rulers
collecting gifts and taxes like bowerbirds ornamenting their nests. To
say the Eyrie is now barren insults the working people of Ihrne, but over
the last months Paide has requested the quiet collection of tapestries,
jewels and figurines, sold with even greater silence to personages of
note in Arsh, Astreut, the Twinned Green and Malvade. The resulting
coins ended up in velvet pouches, delivered by courier to the families of
soldiers who didn’t survive the war—or in Arsh’s coffers as restitution.
The purchasers of the clutter must be wondering at the state of
Ihrne’s treasury, but perhaps not as hard as Mamman and Paide.
Ein’s answer is one decried by the Iteme family and Convocation
alike: rent the bones.
Paide’s antechamber once housed a mess of priceless weaponry and
armour alongside a collection of horse and bird figurines filling every
ledge and shelf. A few figurines remain—ones gifted by family, or the
scratched and chipped—but now the room’s wealth shows only in the
age of the tables, chairs, cupboards and books.
A waiting page bows, and Ein breathes deep before speaking: “Cr—
Prince-Regent Paide ein Iteme has, uh, has requested a meeting.”
“Of course, your highness. This way, please.” The page bows again
and waves Ein forwards, leading the way to the door at the opposite
end of the antechamber. Ein follows, trying to forget the missing horses
and birds on the windowsill, horses and birds paid to the families of
those who died in a war that arose because he didn’t lie. Tries, but how
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can he when he stands here now, with the title of prince and the fears
of a kingdom? Because of him, catafalques bore the dead in a long line
through the streets, black-clad priests guarding the river of bones from
the people as a reminder that the Convocation will always stand behind
the greatest necromancer of the age, the woman they made.
Mamman always found reason to dance the bones, and isn’t that
more blood to stain Ein’s hands? Blood yet to spill, but her soul paid
and shredded for a lie he wouldn’t tell.
Why didn’t he lie?
Ein fists his hands at his sides, one aching and one clutching the
gear, and follows the page past the guards to Paide’s study.
The absences here are fewer, and the scattering of paper and
unshelved books—journals untouched in the months of Paide’s
absence—go some way to diminish the impact of missing paintings.
It’s a comfortable room, with a desk by the window for light and a long
table in the centre covered with maps, an inkwell and playing cards. A
game appears to be in progress, for Paide and the new general, Thereva
Asigne, sit across from each other, moving coloured glass counters over
a board set atop a curling map of the city’s sewer system.
Why Thereva? Shouldn’t this be a private meeting?
“My green over your purple, please.”
The page bows just as Thereva leans across the board and moves
Paide’s counter. “Your highness—”
“Yes, my brother. Thank you. Please tell any callers that I’m
unavailable.” Paide frowns, a slight creasing of brow, and says nothing
until the page bows again and closes the study door behind him. “Ein.
Do you play?”
Ein shakes his head. It isn’t Paide’s outward-turned feet, isn’t his
slack face and drooping eyes, isn’t his thickened voice and the chair in
which he sits, slumped sideways and forwards, that feels wrong. It isn’t
the new tendency to paint, powder and fussy, layered clothing. Ihrne’s
peacock prince would have turned the chair into a fashion, a monstrosity
draped with velvet and studded with gemstones, until the nobles of
the Eyrie suffered a score of turned ankles and serendipitous attacks of
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gout to justify their mimicry. He should have a score of companions
and attendants from noble and merchant families trying to break their
way into his circle, all drinking and gambling and loud merriment; he
shouldn’t be playing a quiet game with a grim, sober general. Ein once
fought to spend his evenings alone with the meditation of saw and rasp
and hammer, but this isn’t Paide, the butterfly Ein hated and envied.
“Then I’ll concede, since I was losing anyway.”
Ein doesn’t know what to say, so he pulls the last free chair over to
the table, positioning the chair at the end between Paide and Thereva.
Pain flares in Ein’s bad wrist with the weight of the chair, and he gasps
for breath as he drags the heavy monstrosity over, but why hide it? Even
if they do realise his pain as real and not that cursed word attention,
the courtiers won’t speak: it isn’t polite to draw attention to another’s
infirmity.
Politeness means observing in silence and then judging the subject’s
capability in unrelated skills.
Ein sinks into the chair and Key rests her head on his knee.
“Thank you for coming. It’s past time that we spoke on the situation
we’re in—the treasury, the regency.” Paide stops, pressing his lips
together. “Mamman.”
Ein threads his left pointer finger through the gear and turns it
around, snagging the nails of his right hand against the notched
edges. Another legacy left to them by Father, a legacy unbeknownst
to Mamman until the chancellor gave a quiet rundown—even as the
priests stripped the bones of the man who bequeathed them that dusty,
promise-filled chamber. The restitution paid to smooth the archduke’s
feathers at getting caught up in Ihrne’s politics, alongside the payments
made to grieving families and farmers who lost crops, stock and pasture
under warring boots, left that room with more than echoes of debt.
Mamman spoke before Parliament and Convocation for the right
to claim the bones, citing the saved lives and the decreased costs in
feeding and transporting an army, but with every new claim submitted
by the people of Ihrne and Arsh, Ein thinks back on her speech and
shudders at the dishonesty therein.
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Not even a necromancer, backed by the angels themselves, can wage
war without ruination.
“Rent the bones,” Ein mumbles, looking down at his hands and
Key’s deep brown eyes. He turns the gear again, the iron dragging
against his skin, his wrist aching at the movements needed to spin the
metal around his finger. He likes the smooth edges, the shape of the
notches, the weight; his body knows where his hands are when there’s
something pressing against his fingers. “If the dead can march and
fight, they can plough and plant and build.”
Mamman, the only living necromancer, will be taken far enough
from the Eyrie that Ein might be able to breathe in her wake.
“I don’t know that they can.” Paide’s words are soft and slow. “They
were … fearsome. Mindless. You can’t know it, Ein, if you haven’t seen
it.”
Hasn’t he seen it? Is it like the way Father’s hand closed around his
wrist, like the way Ein’s feet slid over marble, like the way Ein’s spine
and shoulders slammed into the wall, like the way Ein looked up into
a furious man’s face and knew irrevocably his own powerlessness? Is it
like the moment, with a jerk and the crack of living bone while anger
breathed onto his face, he lost the use of pens and saws and pliers,
lost the pain-free simplicity of movement? Is it like the moment Ein
cringed away from the fury he provoked in his refusal to lie?
If that isn’t mindless, what is?
In the months since living bone sheared, Ein learnt dead bones
enough to know they can be anything the necromancer desires, given
a willingness to trade one’s soul. He only has one set of bones, resting
in the chest at the foot of Ein’s bed, but Ein can make those bones
walk and lift and sit. With a farmer to teach Mamman how to direct
bones to plough and dig and seed, why shouldn’t she turn the treasure
of Ihrne to the service of the farmers? Won’t it be better to muddle
through the remainder of the year on credit and set the bones to work
on Ihrne’s soil, investing their time for future crops and buildings?
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“They can farm. They can do anything.” His wrist throbs and Ein
leans forwards, wrapping himself around his forearm, sweat beading on
his forehead and trickling down his neck.
“Ein? What’s wrong?”
They stare at him in twain, Paide and Thereva.
The general breaks gaze first, turning her head towards Paide in a way
that speaks of communication. Thereva looks every inch a soldier, from
calloused hands to muscular shoulders, from boots a shade too well
worn for waxing to remove all the scuffs to a belt darkened with spots
of water and blood. Too formal for casual acquaintance: not a stitch lies
out of place, her tunic and sash pulled just so and her braided red hair
severe in its order. She’s too practical for the Eyrie, too marked, and Ein
suspects there’s a message in it, uniform and neatness combined with
experience. A promise in boots, sword and knife.
Not once has he seen her in skirts.
The title Ein doesn’t want should be a protection. Not from stares and
whispers and schemes, not from politicians arguing that a trans man
who won’t wed can’t serve Ihrne, not from behind-the-back laughter
and mockery. From assault and direct violence, though, it should be—
but Father taught him that there’s always someone with the power to
erase protection. A king who breaks bones; a queen-regent who pulls
her hand away; a chancellor who makes promises. Paide sits limp in his
chair, but what stops him from ordering Thereva to wreck his violence?
Ein bites his lip, but he can reach the edges of his mind and feel the
power purchased from a brace of angels, feel the angels push that power
into his skin.
Never again say Saluria and Sillemon, so why can’t Ein believe them?
Breathe, but it isn’t just the corset flattening his chest and stealing an
easy breath: it’s the hand clasped around his wrist, it’s the bones housed
under his feet, it’s the dust in the treasury, it’s the burning knowledge
that all this came to be because Ein cannot place duty before himself.
It’s truth and lie tangled together beyond reckoning.
One lie to save the world, but Ein didn’t speak it.
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“I don’t wish to be king.” Ein looks down at Key’s eyes, knowing
that he won’t survive looking at Paide’s. “You should be king. You were
crippled trying to do what’s best for Ihrne. I … I couldn’t. I didn’t. I
can’t … the saying of things, the … I can’t, I can’t be king. Not me. Not
someone like, not me.”
He drops the gear into his lap and presses his left fingertips into his
right wrist, rubbing as though massaging might somehow lessen the
pain surging into his hand.
The magic warms under his skin, useless in the matter of pain.
“I’m dead, Ein. I’m dead, my soul bound to Mamman’s and forced
back inside … here.”
Ein raises his head and looks.
Paide’s hands rest on the arms of his chair, his slippered feet clad
in embroidered velvet, layers of silk and linen swathing his body until
he looks more doll than man. His face droops, only the twisting right
corner of his mouth forming anything close to expression. He was tall,
muscular, broad-shouldered, possessing of a body Ein envied, a body
now hidden under white and sky-blue robes—and the lie of paint falls
apart. Paide’s open surcoat, folded back to reveal the robe beneath, the
white collar of the underrobe reaching up under his chin, layer over
layer of folded cloth designed to draw the eye to embroidery and fabric
and away from his motionless chest. Powder, far thicker than Paide’s
wont, blushing his cheeks and darkening his jaw, colouring hands—
darker than Ein’s—that don’t move. Why didn’t Ein look?
He closes his eyes and reaches out with the fire in his skin, falling
away from the distractions of speech and sight for the rhythms of
the world—three heartbeats. Three sparks of life, that bright sense of
being that is soul, mind or something the angels can’t or won’t explain.
By the measure of a beginning necromancer, at least without closer
examination, Paide is alive, or close enough to make little difference—
and hasn’t Ein spent his days avoiding the man broken for Ein’s failures,
avoiding guilt and avoiding betrayal? Yet Mamman’s distant eyes, the
way she talks of duty, even the necessity for such a secret in the first
place—Paide’s simple words make sense of Ein’s world.
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He can’t remember when someone last offered up the truth.
“May I—may I touch?”
Paide frowns. “Yes.”
Ein looks up, pushes Key’s head off his lap, stands, tucks the gear
into his left palm and reaches for Paide’s strangely still hand with his
right. Powder brushes onto Ein’s fingertips, and he tries to ignore its
dry texture while he closes his fingers over Paide’s larger, cooler palm.
Ein feels the heartbeat, but the bones aren’t life or death as he knows
either, something instead betwixt and distorted.
Magic bubbles through Paide’s skin and veins, binding muscle and
tissue in places as if near functional, fighting to keep dead nerves and
ligaments from decaying in others. His lungs take air when he speaks,
but it’s magic, not blood, that flickers through the pathways of nerve
and artery—strong through much of brain and stem, weakening the
further Ein tracks down his spine. Ein hasn’t studied enough anatomy
to understand, and he isn’t sure he ever will: Paide’s body is a patchwork,
with parts as good as alive and parts dead beyond resurrection,
functionality traded in places to prevent decomposition, yet all of it
marbled by magic like fat through meat.
The magic Ein comprehends: an angelic host entire latches onto
Paide’s body like maggots devouring a corpse, the kin of Obmur and
Oule binding Paide to Mamman in a tangle of threads so vast Ein can’t
imagine untangling them.
A host entire, and it still isn’t enough.
Ein, listening to the drum of Mamman’s heartbeat, pushes his senses
deeper into the host. Names swirl in his mind only to fade as more
take their place, a chorus of names flickering past his thoughts as he
brushes one angel after another. Saluria and Sillemon feel to Ein like
a forgotten cupboard under the stairs, dark and safe, but the host of
Obmur and Oule are a riotous horde of presences pressing at his mind
and body, denying Ein while holding their claimed body and soul into
something approximating life.
Not even this vastness of power can keep his brother truly alive, and
Ein must best remember that lesson when the bones sing to his heart.
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Mamman taught Ein two things about magic before leaving him to
the folio: its weakness and its impermanence. The greater the violation
against the natural order, the higher the cost. Easier to raise a freshdead corpse than it is to make a soulless skeleton move by creating from
magic tendons, muscle and nerves. Impossible to keep said skeleton
moving for months. This, a violation so vast that a host must hook
themselves into two souls and thread them together, isn’t writ in the
folio. Not when Ein now sees that a necromancer who allowed a host
in the thousands to take a piece of her soul in payment for an army’s
bones cannot herself purchase the animation of her son.
How can Paide have said yes to this?
Ein lingers too long, for Mamman’s host screeches, and while Saluria
and Sillemon flare in response, power warming in Ein’s palms and
flaring down his spine, he releases Paide’s hand and stumbles backwards,
gasping for breath.
This necromancy lies beyond Ein’s ability to fathom—necromancy
that makes shambling corpses look like a trick to amuse children.
Parliament and even Convocation step carefully around Mamman, the
necromancer-queen of Ihrne, but how will they react to this flagrant
disregard of the Precepts? A thrall with mind, yes, but Ein knows too
well that mind can be discarded and ignored: the politics of the Eagle
Court provide a hundred thousand reasons for kin, courtiers and priests
to use this to unseat Mamman and Paide both.
Power, the kind of unanswered power that ends lives and manipulates
the dead, means both obedience and discontent, and nothing is more
dangerous to a monarch than resentment.
It is, after all, why Paide said he went to war.
“Ein? Einas?”
Ein shivers and sags into his chair, banging his boot heels against the
marble floor, flapping his hands over the armrests, failing to hold still.
Key rests her head beside his leg, and he should reach for her, ground
himself in the texture of her coat and the warmth of her body, but the
chaos under his skin tears the thought from his mind. His living heart
pounds, and his ribs feel caught between two giant hands pressing
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down on his back and chest, pain flaring up his breastbone while his
skin tingles with unused magic.
If the court discovers Paide’s death, Ein becomes the chancellor’s
tool. Yet that doesn’t scare him as much as the reality before him: Paide
died because Ein didn’t lie. His brother sold his soul to a voracious host
of angels who will tear his soul apart the second Mamman releases him
from his body, all because Ein didn’t lie.
No word is apology enough.
“You’re a necromancer,” Paide whispers, his words spoken so softly
that Ein struggles to parse them. “Mamman taught you, didn’t she? You
brush bones and corpses with your skin. You’re a necromancer.”
Splints housed Ein’s wrist the day Mamman joined him in his
study and opened a heavy tome entitled A Simple Treatise on Ethical
Government to reveal a yellowed and blood-splattered folio tucked inside
the book’s hollowed-out pages. Ein swore on the Hundred Thousand
Names of Angels that the secret of the bones stays between her and him.
Nobody can know that he is learning to master Ihrne’s dead, learning
without the permission of the Convocation who are supposed to stand
guard between bones and rulers. She left after a single lesson, emptying
the catacombs to fight against her elder son, and Ein worked his way
through the folio alone, first preparing himself to trade his soul with a
brace of the Greater Names, later practicing his new art on the bones
that broke his.
For the same reasons Paide warred against a necromancer-queen, the
Iteme family denied such knowledge to its heirs. One or two children
a generation chosen, like Mamman, from the small streets of Ihrne—
children taken from their families and raised by the Convocation of
Deities to serve Ihrne alone as adults. Mamman was and is a sacrifice,
given to the angels to work their power over the bones while the
Convocation deals in human matters of ritual and the Iteme family
governs. All to assuage any fear of betrayal—a lie like any other, or why
else did it fall apart?
Between Father’s marrying his necromancer for love, Mamman’s
killing her husband for love, Paide’s warring with his mother for love
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and Ein’s refusing to lie for love—love, for all that books name it the
most noble of emotions, undid them all.
Ein drums his feet, presses his lips closed against the urge to cry
and works his left hand over his aching right wrist, fighting to draw
anything more than a tortured breath through seizing ribs, struggling
to think his way through words. He promised; he forgot his promise in
the grip of curiosity. Do the Convocation know one regent is dead and
bound to the other? Is it just Parliament and court suffering the illusion
that Paide yet lives? If the Convocation knows about Paide, how best
can Ein answer?
“Did the Convocation allow this? Who knows, Einas? Who knows?”
Ein shakes his head.
“Mamman did this.” Paide’s voice, hard and brittle, rings like a
sword cut, and Einas has only a work knife in answer. “Mamman made
the king a necromancer—a secret necromancer.”
Standing isn’t a conscious decision any more than his rounding the
chair, but Ein clings to the upholstered back in shaking hands, his
fingers tingling as angels feed him power. Key skitters off to the side,
her head high, her hackles rising. Seven, no, eight steps to the door.
He can run out into hallway before Paide can even—no, Paide can’t do
anything, and isn’t that Ein’s fault?
Thereva, though, shifts her weight to her feet as if she means to
stand, and Ein darts backwards. Father was a man entering late middleage; Thereva is a well-muscled woman in the prime of her life. If she
draws close, he’ll have only magic to answer her. Run, then, because
Thereva can’t know the Eyrie the way Ein does, and he has a dozen
hiding places unknown to his tutors and minders. Run.
“Asigne, sit. Einas—Ein? Which do you prefer to go by?”
Rudeness to leave questions unanswered, and rudeness to leave
during a conversation, but his knees shake, every nerve in his body
screaming the imperative to run before Father grabs—no, not Father.
Father rests inside a chest, but what difference between two dead men
when Key is the only soul inside this tomb who can’t hurt Ein?
“Which,” Paide says again, “do you prefer to go by?”
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Ein opens his mouth to speak, stumbling back towards the door.
“Ein. I’m, I’m…”
“Ein. I can’t hurt you. You must know that.”
Ein takes another step backwards, feeling for Key’s collar.
“Your—Paide, that’s bullshit. You’re a prince.” Thereva settles herself
back in her chair, her hands resting on her lap and her eyes flickering
towards Ein. “There’s soldiers here who’ll do anything if you give the
word, and one of them stands out in the hall. Admit that at least.”
She’s right: a burly swordsman stands out in the hallway, and if Paide
decides he doesn’t want Ein to leave, nothing Ein can do but the magic
will stop his brother.
Ein stands, jerking his stinging fingers. He needs only to touch the
guardsman, to press one shaking hand to the skin of forearm, neck
or face. One touch and then the guard won’t stop Ein from running,
another man dead because Ein didn’t lie—and in that moment, while
he gasps at the pain of holding the angels’ magic within his skin, he
knows one brittle truth. Ein isn’t Mamman. He can’t drop a body dead.
He can’t bear the thought of it, of heartbeat and breath halting, of soul
vanishing, of murder wrought by his hands. He’ll run and hide like a
child or just stand here now, dithering and useless, afraid of words that
shouldn’t terrify him, fearing the weapon he should use.
The Convocation shouldn’t mind him: he can never be a necromancer
king, no matter how much he learns, because he will always be too
frightened to wield it.
“Fair, Asigne. Ein, I won’t hurt you.” Paide stops, presses his lips
together. “I don’t like—”
Ein doesn’t weep, sagging to the floor with his arms wrapped around
the neck and chest of a warm dog, because of Paide or the sick ache in
his wrist. Ein weeps, gasping, because Father was right and the evidence,
indisputable and unused, rages through his skin.
Ein, in thinking he can be anything but a craven child, was the liar.
He can’t even be a necromancer.
A bell rings, a soft tingling of clapper against metal.
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“Your highness?” A high, boyish voice accompanies the slip of leather
soles over marble.
“No people!” The words tear from Ein’s lips in the kind of blistering
shriek that earnt sighs, cups of drugged tea, drops on the tongue, shared
looks—those worried, despairing glances made over his head as though
he can’t know what they mean. “No—no doctors.”
He doesn’t look up, can’t look up. Not when there’s someone else to
see him like this, broken and pathetic and childish.
“I don’t want them any more than you do.” Paide sighs. “I thought
you might want something to drink. Or your blanket. I should have
asked first, and I’m sorry. Ein, I don’t know what I’m doing. Do you
want something to drink?”
Blanket. The faded rectangle of green wool that shouldn’t cover
his bed. His ongoing shame, according to the servants and tutors and
minders who try so hard to make Ein the adult—if not the man—he
should nearly be. The worn wool that smells of dog and sweat and
lanolin, smells like quiet and a world yet to slip from Ein’s hands and
shatter into a hundred thousand pieces. The green wool Ein has fought
a lifetime to keep—a blanket that his bright butterfly of a brother
shouldn’t know about.
Ein draws a breath and tries to calm his voice. “Water.”
“Do you want your blanket?”
Ein nods again, but he shouldn’t speak without words, without
looking or smiling. He isn’t allowed to speak and at the same time ever
be autistic, but he shouldn’t think that, either. Safer to wonder how
Paide knows about the blanket—and why he’s thinking to send for it.
“Do you want anything else?”
Ein shakes his head.
“The blanket from Ein’s bed—his servants will know the one.
Asigne?”
“I’m fine, sir.”
“That’s all. Thank you.”
“Very good, sir.” The leather soles rustle, followed by the click of the
shutting door.
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He should sit up and look at the people in the room. Sit up and
behave like an adult. Sit up and acknowledge the man who hates Ein
for his necromancy but remembered his blanket. Sit up, apologise and
then find somewhere safe, alone, where he doesn’t have to pretend away
pain, where he won’t have doctors and attendants telling him that he’s
complaining over nothing. Grab Key’s collar, get up and leave before
Paide tires of enduring this disaster.
He tries for a steady breath, but Ein can’t still his shaking.
“Ein.” Paide’s hoarse voice rings crow-like, should a crow do anything
more than caw. Crows, pecking at him with their words to make sure
Ein understands the lies told by his own flesh and bones. Crows, always
saying his name. Why do they always say his name? “I have no liking for
necromancers. Mamman shouldn’t have made you one. Ihrne doesn’t
need another monarch meddling with the dead! But I know you aren’t
Mamman, and I’m not angry at you. I was surprised. That’s all.”
Ein shivers. His bad wrist throbs, but the burning press of magic has
faded. “I can’t. I can’t do it. The magic in my hands and I can’t, I know
I can’t. Not like her.”
“Good.” The word flies from Paide’s lips with such vehemence that
Ein jerks and raises his head—but he sees just a painted and robed man
who can’t hold himself upright, only the set of his face and the tone
of his voice to convey what once might have been emphasised with
fists. “Mamman did nothing that’s right or needful, so why should you
mimic her?”
Father. Ein swallows, his throat dry and scratchy, and shakes his
head. Mamman dropped a body to the floor; Mamman didn’t feel her
own bones break. Mamman doesn’t sit here now with a useless hand in
her lap, a hand that sends pain spiking into her fingers and racing along
her forearm. Mamman isn’t ruined. Why shouldn’t he try to mimic her?
Paide heaves a long, unnecessary sigh. “Ein. We need to talk. Is this
something you can manage now?”
Ein stares, his heart hammering inside its fragile cage of rib and
flesh. They always ask that, but never a question as much as the
beginning of a lecture held by someone uninterested in anything Ein
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might say to the contrary. No isn’t an allowable answer, prefacing words
delivered without willingness to exchange—the only expectation one
of his attentive listening and obedient parroting. Why should this be
any different?
Paide’s smile curls too much at the right and too little at the left.
“Oh, Ein—looking at you, your conversations must go as badly as
mine.” He barks a laugh. “I want to talk, not … not lectures of the sort
where they tell you with such compassionate condescension that you’re
failing at everything important. I want you to tell me how to talk to
you, what I’m doing wrong, what we need to do for you. You heard
Asigne before? You don’t even have to be polite.”
Thereva snorts and shakes her head. Her lips rest upwards and her
hands are loose on her lap. “You’re such a prince.”
Paide’s smile isn’t quite broad and still tends to the lopsided. “As
princes go, I’m probably not the worst, and isn’t that an uncomfortable
thought?” He pauses, just long enough to signal the change in subject.
“Do you think you can talk, Ein? Talk, no condescension?”
People have promised, so many times, that they’re different, that
they won’t say or do the things that had Ein upset with every tutor and
servant and doctor that came before them, only for the illusion of their
difference to vanish after the first conversation. Yet Paide recollected
and sent for Ein’s blanket. Ein’s breaths quicken, his ribs aching, but his
blanket, the promise of its familiar weight and comforting scent, must
mean something. It must, yet Mamman said he can be a necromancer
and then said the words burnt into Ein’s memory; Father held Ein as
a child and then held him against the wall. Kindness and brutality,
woven together until there’s nobody left deserving of trust, nobody but
a dog.
He grips Key’s collar with his good hand, rocking his head. Yes, no?
Truth, falsehood? Compassion, violence? Reality, illusion? How does
he know?
“If you don’t want to answer something, you don’t have to. If you
want to stop, you can stop. If you want to ask me things, you should. I
promise. Names, angels.”
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Ein swallows and nods.
“Would you sit on the chair? I don’t feel like I can properly talk to
someone unless they’re close.”
Key doesn’t move as Ein braces himself against the dog and pushes
himself up. He clings to her collar, dizzy in that overwhelmed, nauseaedged way; Ein tries not to look as though he leans against his dog as he
stumbles over the floor to the table and its three chairs. Thereva clears
the counters from the board, pushing them into piles atop the map,
just as a quiet knock heralds the creaking of the study door.
Ein slumps in the chair, sighs as Key settles herself on the floor so
that her weight lies across Ein’s feet, and looks down at his hands—the
heavy gear pressed into his palm, forgotten. He drops it onto his lap
and flexes his fingers, afraid to look at the page who must have seen
him cry, listening instead to the clinking of glassware as a tray comes
to rest on the table.
“Is there anything else, your highnesses?”
Ein shakes his head, bending and stretching his aching fingers.
“No. Thank you.”
Ein waits until the door clicks shut before he looks up.
“Here.” Thereva holds out his blanket and a glass of water. It takes
Ein every vestige of manners not to snatch the blanket from her—to
instead take it in his hands, quietly, and shake it over his legs and chest.
He stops to breathe in the familiar musty smell and rub his hand
over the soft-worn wool before reaching with his good hand for the
glass.
“His—Paide wasn’t sure if you’d bring something, in your hands.
He said you tend to have a few things, things that feel different. Most
soldiers learn a craft or two, filling in time. You must have seen Paide
draw—” She stops, her face falling still. “Sorry. I’m so sorry. Here.”
She turns and retreats to her seat, straightening the tray and pouring
another glass of water in what feels to Ein like a desperate attempt to
hide.
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Not before she drops a polished acorn, a hole bored through the
stem and allowing a small metal ring to fasten the acorn to a green
leather cord, on Ein’s lap.
He strokes the acorn with the pointer finger of his bad hand,
running it first over the nubbled cupule and then down the smooth
green seed underneath. Soft leather thongs form the braided cord, the
ends knotted together; Ein threads it through his fingers and raises
the cord up to his nose. The varnish used to polish the acorn almost
drowns out the richness of the leather, but it still has that tang that
makes Ein think of saddles and books. He inhales again and lowers the
cord, running the edge of his nail over the braid. The green of the acorn
doesn’t match the green of the blanket, but it’s the colour of leaves and
grass, a colour disdained by the Eyrie in favour of skies and lapis lazuli.
“You, you can’t rush it, braiding. I fasten the ends and then it’s just
the weaving, over and over, until my hands hurt and I can’t look at it
anymore, and I know others don’t get eye-tired like that, but—you
can’t rush braiding. It takes time. You can’t rush braiding, but Mamman
thinks it’s common.”
He bundles the necklace up in his palm, slides his hand under the
blanket and rests his hand against his chest, his eyes burning, his face
tight and aching.
“That’s his way—”
“He doesn’t need translation,” Thereva says.
Ein jerks his head and stares at her. People must correct, to remind
him that princesses—princes—say thank you, that nothing is acceptable
but proper words. Why isn’t she doing that?
Yet something else burns in his chest, wild and fierce and wrong, a
realisation that didn’t exist until a woman said she understood.
He shouldn’t say it. Can he?
Ein presses the cupule against his palm and holds it tight against
the ache settling into his forearm and fingers. “I’m here. Hearing you.
Here. Why talk for me?”
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“I’m sorry, Ein.” Paide’s eyes rest above Ein’s head and off the side.
“How would you prefer it if someone doesn’t understand your meaning?
What should we do?”
He stares, dizzied. Nobody says those three words without trying
to get something from him in exchange—better words, met glances,
granted favours. Nobody. “They can ask me. Not assume they know.
You assume. You don’t ask. I mean, you’re asking now, but people, not
you the person, you—you all—think you know. Stop thinking.”
“You are comfortable if we ask you anything we don’t understand or
are unsure about?”
Ein nods. “You don’t know, you ask. I don’t know why people don’t
do that!”
“I hope you know that goes both ways.” Paide’s eyes flicker closed
for a moment. “Will you tell me what happened to your wrist?”
A hundred thousand answers and expectations whirl through Ein’s
head. How does he speak of what happened in the right, impossible
voice that isn’t emotionless and isn’t emotional? How to take away
the panic, the feeling of fingers squeezing and twisting, the flooding
helplessness, that moment of crystalline comprehension that the man
looming over him has a power Ein cannot answer? How to voice the
moment that seeds the constant doubt that Ein cannot be a man in full
or part, cannot be male in any meaningful sense of the word, because
everything he knows about being a man says he should have stopped
the violence?
He answers, not without hesitation or fear, but with a strange feeling
that the response might not be, here, as dangerous to speak. “F-father.”
The quiet of breath closes in around him. Ein sips from the cup in
his hands in a desperate want to do something.
“I’m so sorry, Ein.”
Ein grunts, jerking his right hand underneath the blanket.
“I didn’t know. I saw Mamman; I saw a falling corpse. Only at the
hearing did I know he threatened, offered violence to you. I just saw
a necromancer become judge and executioner, and then Convocation
and Parliament bow down to her.”
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The part of Ein’s mind that directs words to his lips flounders; he has
only the sounds and movements of a body that isn’t supposed to behave
the way it does.
“I didn’t see your world. I had my own stories, my own lies, but
mostly I didn’t know yours were so different from mine. I still didn’t—I
wanted to talk to you about being different in this cursed court, and
I had no idea that you might run from me. I didn’t know before then
that Father would hurt you—no.” Paide stops, and this time there’s
a fine exhalation of breath, the pause of collection. His following
words, though, rattle together in the disjointed consciousness of a man
speaking what shouldn’t be said. “No, I knew that he would, buried
deep down, because I had words I couldn’t tell him, but I didn’t know
that I knew that! I didn’t know enough of your world to realise that
his hate might rise in answer to it, and I didn’t want to know. Ein, I’m
sorry beyond words that we failed you.”
Tears drip onto the blanket remembered by the brother Ein has
spent a lifetime envying.
“I couldn’t … lie.” Ein stops, gulps the last of the water, lets the glass
fall onto the chair. He leans back, woozy, and hides his hands under the
blanket, one hand gripping hold of the acorn, the other the gear. Grip,
while Key’s weight holds his feet still, so he doesn’t rock and flap. “I
couldn’t lie, and now he’s gone, and there’s … empty walls and rattling
floors and bones and dust in the corners and death and shredded souls,
shredded for me, and you’re dead but I’m still not real, so why didn’t I
just lie…? When it wasn’t a lie because I’m not, not properly, not…”
Are a blanket and an acorn all that’s needed to make the awful words
fall from his lips?
Has anyone not the kennelmaster given him even that much?
That realisation hurts more than the hand that broke his wrist and
fingers, hurts in a way too big for bones and skin. Ein grunts, but he
can’t hold his head still, can’t keep from knocking it against the arm
of the chair, can’t do a hundred thousand things he should manage
because other people can direct their limbs like they’re strung on cord
and expect him to do the same. How do they keep still, without dogs
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on their feet and toys in their hands and a heavy blanket over their
bodies, when feelings are so big? How do they feel so much and show
so little of it?
“I’m not dead from anything you did, Ein.”
Ein jerks, shuddering. The blanket slides off his shoulders, bunches
over his arms. Not long ago enough to avoid disgrace, one of his
attendants decided to wash away the familiar smell of lanolin, sweat
and dog. Ein didn’t know how to say that she ruined it, the one thing
in his world that didn’t change—he didn’t, doesn’t, have pen or paper,
anywhere to put the words tangled in his mind. He just had the scream
that made Mamman’s arm surge forwards before she caught her hand
just in time, the scream followed by her frustrated, impatient words.
This is why Hile hit you.
“I didn’t lie, and that was the lie! Because, because…”
He knows what those words are, and he knows he won’t survive their
speaking.
“No. Don’t you dare take responsibility for this!” Paide’s cry, strangled
and incomprehensible, doesn’t match his slack and tearless face. A cry
Ein never imagined hearing from his smiling peacock prince blessed
with easy glances and easier words. “Why should you lie about who
you are because your parents and brother can’t rule without it? What
kind of people does that make us? Ein. This isn’t yours. You didn’t make
this, not a moment of it! And if Mamman let you bear it this long,
that’s abominable. This is mine and Mamman’s—and Father’s. Give it
back to us and be the person you are, because that’s the only thing in
this world worth fighting for.”
Key, startled, lowers herself back down on Ein’s feet, her eyes fixed
on Paide’s chair as if she doesn’t know what to make of him.
Ein sits, shocked into stillness, fighting for each gasping breath.
“I … I want to want to hit something. I’d hit something. A wall. The
bed. I want to want to hit something.” Paide’s voice cracks. “Ein. Listen.
I died coughing up blood. I was bleeding internally, the butchers told
me later, and if I hadn’t tried so hard to hide it, I might still be breathing
now. I rode into the discussions not expecting to survive them; I just
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didn’t know it. What’s left? A country ruined by two royals? A man
who spent the lives of his kin for nothing but horror and destruction?
How do I live with that?”
He falls silent. Key breathes, Ein sobs and crickets sing in the dusk
outside, but it must be a strange shape of cruelty that a revenant can
speak of death surrounded by the constant, incessant chorus of life.
“I didn’t intend to survive my surrender,” Paide says, his words so
soft Ein leans forwards to hear him. “And if I could … I would kill
myself now, days ago, weeks ago. I asked Asigne if she could help me do
it, because I can’t bear it, this life where my voice is nothing.” He sighs,
his eyes flickering towards the window. “I killed myself, on that cursed
battlefield, at the end of a war I began. I said yes to Mamman because
I knew then that you’re the king Ihrne needs, that she alone shouldn’t
keep your throne.”
This is wrong, not because of truth or lie but because people don’t
speak this way, not to Ein, not to anyone. He stares, trapped inside a
frantic wordlessness, searching with growing desperation for a story
or memory, for something that tells him what he should say or do to
someone speaking the unvoiced.
He has no narrative, no recollection, no pattern, no script.
“She gave me, gave me, so it wouldn’t happen again, so I could do
something. But I can’t do that. All the things I can’t do.” Ein stops,
shakes his head. No, those words don’t go together right. “I, I…”
Paide’s eyelids flutter, and Ein can’t help but feel the tragedy in
it, that the small motion of eyes and lips are all Paide can wield to
accompany his words—a tragic loss while being the very cruelty wished
upon Einas by his tutors and the doctors and the court, the expectation
that his words flow without choking emotion or unseemly movement.
Ein has known this since he become old enough to know anything:
the Eyrie’s expectations possess no rhythm or consistency, just
opportunity. Politicians will latch onto an excuse like a host of angels
on an animated corpse, demanding that he find some mysterious,
impossible space between too much movement and too little in order
to listen and respect. Why not judge and diminish Paide the same way?
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Why not deem his body, dead or alive, too wrong for the valuation of
thought and opinion?
“The mistake I made,” Paide says, still speaking as though the world
sleeps and he can’t risk its awakening, “is assuming you can just … do
it, as you are, because you need to, changing nothing about the Eyrie.
No. You need help in ways we’re not accustomed to thinking of or
providing. You need us to change. But we need you, Ein. We need a
king who understands difference—understands in the bone. A king
who shows humanity is nothing to do with how you speak or whether
you move or what gender you decide you are. I won’t l—exist long
enough for that. You will.” Paide breaks into a thin smile. “You want
to raise the bones for farming, Ein! Those things you can’t do shouldn’t
matter, don’t matter. Ihrne needs you, the king of gears and bone.”
It seems the gravest of falsehoods, a twisted mockery of the words
Ein has grown up hearing. Yet he knows the absurdity of the Eyrie’s
rules and expectations, knows that nobody here wishes to understand
how Ein thinks and feels—and some part of him tries so hard to deny
it, to live the lie, to be a person that cannot exist. What might the
world become if someone else grows up never feeling caught between
an oppressive denial and reality?
It’s a betrayal of everything he should be to think it.
What if, though? What if this tangled horror of polite lies stops
being important? What if bones don’t break because someone says the
truth? What if the truth becomes so common it needs only the most
cursory of explanations? What if it doesn’t matter that Ein can’t be the
kind of man who talks and fights and fakes a smile because that kind of
man isn’t necessary? What if?
His first truth broke bones and provoked a war; he never had the
chance to voice the others.
Are Paide’s words real? How else can Ein know save by risk?
“I don’t want.” Words tumble out of Ein’s mouth, quick and frantic.
“I don’t want! Desire. Bed. Marriage. People. Children. Mamman
says to marry someone, that I have to.” He jerks his hands under the
blanket, but this is truth, as real as the dog lying on his feet. “It’s my
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duty and I have to do my duty, but I don’t want—it isn’t a prince, it’s
anyone. I don’t want to wed. I don’t want partners or children. I don’t
want my body being different. I don’t want to be with someone. I don’t
want any of it—and I don’t want to do things I don’t feel.”
The last ten words leave him shivering in their wildness.
“I want to be me,” he says, and they fall like a deluge into a flooded
stream. “Me. With my dog and my horse and talking in the morning
to Anary. I don’t want feasts or dances or talking around and around
with words that are polite and unreal. I want to be a prince or, or king
for long enough to do away with it because it isn’t working. I want to
make people, the people who need it, the vulnerable, happier, safer. I
want this title to matter. I want, I want people to know the words for
things, like singular or—I don’t know if there’s a word for when you’re a
man mostly but sometimes not anything at all, but never a woman, but
people should know the words. Where autism isn’t a whisper behind
my back. Where people talk about what’s wrong and people fix it, but
not fixing people.”
The quiet feels like a lawn frosted over to white, awaiting that first
crunching step.
Ein draws a ragged breath, but he isn’t crying.
“Father,” Paide says at length, “is rolling over in his tomb just now.
Without Mamman to help him do it.”
“He can’t.” Ein shakes his head. “He’s in a box by my bed. Locked.
Not enough room to roll.”
Paide’s laugh rattles, and Ein sits, lifting his hands so they rest atop
the blanket, a treasure better than gold, jade or marble clutched in each
palm.
“I feel as though I should be more surprised.” Paide tilts his chin
somewhat towards Ein. “I’m not so much a hypocrite that I’d force
marriage on someone else. You don’t wed, then. You must know that
dismantling the monarchy the instant you gain the—”
Ein stares. He grew up in the Eyrie, surrounded by royals and
politicians; how can Ein not realise such an immediate dissolution will
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only result in another civil war? Between the chancellor, Parliament
and the Convocation, it’ll tear the country apart. “I do think things!”
“I’m sorry. Ein, how will you handle the succession?”
Never has someone asked Ein such a thing under any belief that he
can answer.
“I don’t want to parent.” A monarch can have all the staff he ever
wishes to take over the messy, demanding and difficult parts of raising
a child, but how can he subject a child, one he doesn’t want, to the life
he had? “A cousin. Formally adopt their child as heir. Have it known,
from the beginning, so there is no … fighting, later.” He stops, yawns.
“Maybe Eishne? Would she mind?”
Paide’s lips shape something too flattened and grim for levity. “Be
clear on how you mean to go about this and what you expect from her.
I do think that you should spend time with her, before you ask. Let her
know the king she’ll be serving this way.” He hesitates, long enough
that Ein opens his mouth to speak. “Before, I’d have said that she can
have my back through anything. I’m not so sure now, and I don’t know
how well she’ll listen to you. But you will only know by talking to her.”
It should be a weight lifted from his bones, but the pressure of
words swiftly replaces that monetary lightness—the hundred thousand
conversations in his future, the communications and discourses
expected of a ruler. King. He agreed to it, and Ein sags against the back
of his chair, too exhausted to sit up, too burdened to care. Yet there’s
something else to say before he calls this done, something said now so
that Paide makes no mistake about what he’s talked Ein into accepting.
“The chancellor has been … he promises me advisors, tells me who
to…” Ein drops the gear onto his lap, reaches up and rubs his eyes
with the back of his hand. “I don’t have to know, he says. I can’t know
things, he says. He sounds kind, helpful. But I know a word for that.
Puppet.” Paide opens his mouth; Ein flaps his elbow until Paide’s lips
fall shut. “But I am not your puppet, also. I am not your puppet.”
Paide’s smile, a curve of slack and crooked lips, seems a shadow of
the expression he once gave so effortlessly—and far more honest. “I
don’t believe that you’ll allow such a thing.”
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He’s better this way, as horrible as it is to think it. Prince-Regent
Paide ein Iteme is a better, kinder man than the shining, breathing
crown-prince who died in Arsh.
Ein nods, one hand fisted in his hair, grateful for the weight of Key’s
body on his feet.
“I don’t know what you want, what will make this easier for you,
what you wish help with, what people or tools you need. I don’t know.
I hope you feel as though you can say them, and together we’ll make
what you need, what I need, what Asigne needs, from Ihrne.”
Thereva blinks as if startled, but her lips curve upwards.
Ein taps his fingernails against the smooth green nut of the acorn
in his hand, wondering. Can he trust her? She knew what he meant,
before. She gave him a nut hung on a braided cord, a smooth and
rough nut that feels good in his fingers, a nut she can’t have found in
the courtyard outside given that it isn’t yet the season.
“I want to ask, ask—” He stops, uncertain. Paide calls her “Asigne”,
but that sounds like the naming of a companion. “Thereva Asigne. I
want to ask her things.”
“Of course,” she says, nodding. “Whenever you like.”
Paide made his request of her, and so Ein can’t wait, not for this. “I
… I want to not talk with us now, the three. I want to talk with her on
the way and then sleep. I want that.”
“You look hauled enough.” Paide nods, but his eyes flicker towards
Thereva. “Send in Lusa to play with me. At least I’ll win this way!
Ein—tomorrow, at breakfast. Your breakfast, anyway. Can we talk?
Not just politics, although there’s a hundred thousand conversations to
have on that point. Anything. Tell me about your dog or your horse or
what you think of Grandmere’s latest hat. Please.”
Ein fists gear and acorn in his good hand and bundles the blanket
underneath the bad one, not sure what to say at the thought of another
conversation. Nodding agreement, at least, isn’t complicated: it feels too
much and too soon, but if he breakfasts with Paide, Ein doesn’t have
to breakfast with Mamman or the chancellor or the young courtiers
trying so hard to befriend him. He’s breakfasting with his regent. Adult
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enough a behaviour that even Onia might stop lecturing on Ein’s failure
to behave like a prince and heir. For a moment or two. “Grandmere is
still mourning. Veils. And she doesn’t like…” Ein stops and bites his
lip. “I … thank you, I…”
Paide sits in his chair, his eyes looking over the top of Ein’s head,
his lips—patchy where the paint has worn away, showing flashes of
reddish-grey underneath—set in a thin smile. “Don’t word it, Ein.”
Ein wriggles his toes. Key stretches and rises, waiting for Ein to
stand, pressing her body against his leg as he does. “I, I haven’t so many
words before.”
He turns and bolts for the door, fearing the answering look on
Paide’s face.
Thereva rises and follows him, the rhythmic click of her riding boots
crossing marble marred only when she exits the study, stops and relays
Paide’s request to the page. She falls into pace beside him, but Ein
doesn’t speak, not until he passes through Paide’s rooms and heads
down the rattling passage of marble to a niche housing a robed statue,
far enough away from the uniformed soldiers standing to attention that
he won’t be overheard. Ein shivers in the cool hallway, but better here
than his rooms. Here he can see anyone approach, and this wall has no
passage behind it, no chance of eavesdropping rats.
He sinks to the floor, leaning his head against the wall of the alcove
and wrapping his good arm around Key’s chest.
Thereva sits down opposite, her legs crossed in a tailor’s seat, her
eyebrows raised.
“You can’t let him die. Paide. You can’t let him die.”
Thereva folds her hands in her lap. “I have no intent of doing so,
your highness.”
Ein jerks his head in frustration. “No, no … you can’t let him die.”
How does he use his words when they won’t come together? When
Father stole pen and paper from him? “He … the magic, the angels,
they’ll take … no. Stop. The angels give magic, and you give them your
soul when you die, but Mamman grabbed his, and now she and a brace
of angels and their host hold body and soul, together. When he goes,
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his soul, they’ll take it and tear it, each member of the host having a
piece each, nothing left after. You can’t let him die.”
“I’m not a mage.” Thereva stares at him, her lips parted. “I don’t
understand.”
Ein flaps his hand, trying to find the words for someone who hasn’t
read the folio—for an Arsha woman not of Ihrne, an Arsha woman
who doesn’t understand the threads binding angels to bones. “One gets
magic by trading with the Greater Names, the leaders of the hosts.
Saluria and Sillemon, they came to me. Their power for my soul on
my natural death. But they hold and share, not devour. I will become
part of their host, the Lesser Names, subservient to the Greater. It’s
why … why we have unique names. Each must be recorded by the
Convocation.” He scratches Key’s chest with his gear-holding hand, not
seeing anything that suggests enlightenment in Thereva’s motionless
hands and lips. “If the brace isn’t enough power, you can call on their
host. They will give you power for, for the impossible. An army of
revenants, or Paide, a dead man with mind and soul tied to meat that
can’t hold either. But they will all claim a piece of soul. You’re destroyed.
Shreds of soul. Smaller than anything. Mamman sold hers already, for
the war. She had to sell his.”
Thereva frowns and reaches up as if to brush a strand of hair from
her face. “You think Paide doesn’t know what will happen to him when
he dies?”
“He can’t know! Mamman might have said—I don’t know what
she told him, but he can’t know in the bone. Mamman violated the
Precepts.” Ein jerks the acorn-holding hand. She must understand. She
must. “Please. You can’t let him die. He said before he didn’t think to
survive his surrender, so he didn’t … he wasn’t in a mind to deal, and
the Precepts say that can’t be. I have to…”
Paide told Thereva enough that she made a necklace.
He did nothing but agree when Ein said everything he wanted.
Broken now, as such things are reckoned, but better.
“…free him, somehow. I have to free him. So you can’t let him die.”
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Thereva stares, her eyes boring into his face; he can feel her gaze
even while looking at his blanket. “There are rules in place,” she says,
“to keep a suicidal non-sorcerer from making a trade that results in the
destruction of his soul? These have been violated?”
Ein nods. “Please.”
Thereva shivers. “Can you free him?”
“I don’t know.” Ein bites his lip. “I just have the folio. Mamman…”
How to say that she didn’t tell Ein that his brother died? How to say
that she spends her days surrounded by books in the study, ignoring
court as much as she can? How to say that her only conversations with
Ein are about Ein’s need to behave as expected of an heir? How to say
she no longer teaches Ein, or that Ein prefers to learn from the folio
alone, because he can’t forget the words she said? “But I have to.”
Thereva exhales in a long, deep sigh. “I sent for two magicians from
Greenstone, your highness, because the queen’s research didn’t appear
to be helping your brother. Doctor and Magister March. I don’t know
if they can see what you’re describing. But you should talk to them,
because they’re magic workers and may be able to advise you, but also
because they’re like us. Trans.” She hesitates in the way of someone
about to leap off a wall, unsure of the footing awaiting her below. “You
can barely breathe. You can’t sit up properly. You don’t know how to be,
safely, the flux man you are.”
Ein inches backwards, stopped by a wall and a dog.
Her words don’t lack reason, and that’s the worst bit, because
recognition doesn’t help his breaths steady or his knees still, doesn’t
halt the pressing terror. Not from the harm dealt by breaking bones—
the harm dealt by words that make Ein into something too small and
wrong to be allowed. The words that never offer solutions beyond the
frustrated expectation that he become something he isn’t, and why
should sharing one experience erase the rest?
Talking isn’t just trying to speak in ways others understand and hear,
the putting of his thoughts to words and pushing them to his lips.
Talking means revealing and sharing, and in a world where truth and
lie look so much the same, how can that be anything but dangerous?
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Don’t they know how unnatural and abnormal is this evening?
Thereva’s lips curl into a stiff smile. “They’re also autistic, although
they name it differently.”
Why does his gasping, trembling body take emotion and make of it
a nightmare of physicality? Why must feeling emerge in screams and
tears and jerking movements? “I—no, I, I…”
Key, soft and warm and good, settles against him, resting her weight
on his left hip and leg.
“I know you’ve barely begun to speak the reasons why you fear us,
but I can imagine some of them. People don’t want us here. They’re
vicious when it comes to defending the lies that we don’t, shouldn’t
exist.” Thereva threads her fingers together, stretching her hands and
forearms. Her hands are long and calloused, strong. Difficult to break.
“They bleed us so they don’t have to change how they make the world.
We’re the collateral for their safety.”
Ein leans forwards, resting his head in his hands, propping his elbows
on his knees. Key reaches up to sniff his ear, and he flinches at the first
touch of her whiskers, but he doesn’t mind. Key is safe, predictable.
While he doesn’t always know what she wants because their languages
of movement and expression aren’t the same, no deception lies within
her.
She doesn’t expect Ein to be anyone other than Ein.
“They’re words,” he whispers. A hundred thousand conversations
with strangers, and how can he do what he agreed to in Paide’s study
when he’s here now, sobbing in his hands, frightened into tears by the
thought of something so small in comparison to the immensity that
awaits? Two new people? What of ten, fifty, a hundred, a thousand?
How long did his lie of managing a throne last? Moments?
“It took me everything I had to ask your brother, your highness.
It’s just easier for me to hide the shivering.” Thereva doesn’t speak for
a moment, perhaps waiting for Ein to answer. He doesn’t. “I wonder
what it’s like to have the world shouting that your experience is the
right, normal way to be. If you’ll make this, as king, consider that the
people already from those places not only know how they were made,
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but also how they survived the making. The Marches have done that,
in a way. I think they can help you.”
Ein looks up; Thereva’s only movements are that of breath. She isn’t
relaxed, based on the stiffness of her shoulders, yet she holds herself
comfortably still. “You’re talking around it.”
Thereva frowns. “I don’t think you know how to be you, not when
you’ve spent a lifetime trying to be everything but. How can you be a
trans, autistic king if you don’t know how to be trans or autistic? How
can you learn this save from others like you?” She shakes her head. “I’m
not here because I trust Ihrne or its people. I don’t. I’m here because
I recognise that here are the people who will change the region of my
birth, the people I need to work with. You.”
Ein rests his head against Key’s ruff. “I’m not supposed—”
Yet he holds an acorn in his fingers, no gift fit for a prince by any
metric of the Eyrie, and not only did Thereva accept his own words
without correction, he also told Paide what he wanted.
Ein won’t get that from Onia, his servants or Mamman.
He shouldn’t want it the way he does.
His stomach knots and fear lies heavy in his throat. More talking,
more people, more participation in a world that demands and torments,
and how can strangers solve that? Yet everything Mamman says and
does is tainted by loneliness and weighted by death, and if she hasn’t
found a way with her knowledge, her training and her books, how
can he? Ein slumps forwards, tired beyond the reckoning. Tired of a
world too big, too complex, too demanding, too difficult, too vocal,
too overwhelming.
What if he can make a world where everything doesn’t hurt?
“You don’t have to decide now, your highness. You don’t have to
do anything now. I just want you to know that they’re there. I will do
everything I can to keep Paide alive. I promise—I swear it on your
Hundred Thousand Names. Can I help get you to your bed?”
Ein lets her pull him to his feet, lets her direct them both down
the hallway, lets her guide him to his rooms. Where else can he go?
“I can’t make things anymore. They’re all under dust.” His words are
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small and twisted, and he wavers, slumping against Thereva. She smells
of lavender and metal polish, and she tries to touch Ein as little as
possible. “The things I can’t finish. Dust.” He unfolds his left hand,
sliding his smallest finger through the centre of the gear. “I thought …
if I can’t make things, and if Paide is king, I could the bones, because I
don’t know what else. But I can’t do bones like Mamman. I don’t want
to do bones like Mamman. And there’s nothing else left, but it’s so big.
It’s too big when, when I’m…”
He can’t make, and he can’t summon the bones for protection and
violence, but did Paide mean either? He didn’t speak of crafting and
necromancy; he spoke of knowing and revealing. He spoke of becoming
what Ein has spent a lifetime knowing that he shouldn’t be, so that
nobody else’s bones break when they say who they are.
“Can they make it less big? Your people?”
“It won’t be smaller,” Thereva says softly. “But when you find enough
people, you don’t have to hold everything up on your own.”
“Tomorrow.” Ein stumbles, Thereva’s hands closing about his
shoulders. “Tomorrow.”
Truth or lie, he doesn’t know.
Perhaps, just once, he can hope for truth.
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